Join us for the President’s Friday Night Cocktail Reception at Elk’s Park, West Line Street Approx 2.5 miles West of US 395/Main St, Bishop

**Safari Excursions**
**Saturday September 27th**
8am

Your registration fee includes one of our Sierra Safari Excursions. These trips are the highlight of our weekend. Knowledgeable local guides will escort you on a variety of outstanding adventures.

**Meet at 8am at the Parking Lot for Bishop City Park.**

Coffee and pastries will be available in the morning. Each guest receives a packed lunch and drink as part of their excursion. Guides will assemble the tours and excursions begin at 8am. This year activities include:
**FALL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY**

Bishop Rotary’s most popular tour is the FALL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY excursion led by renowned wildlife and landscape photo artist Ed Nahin. Late September offers outstanding displays of fall color in the Sierra. Your guide is an experienced professional photographer who knows all of the trees, lakes, and mountains in the area. Whether you ascend Bishop Creek Canyon, Rock Creek Lake Canyon, or Convict Lake Canyon, you will be certain to have opportunities to take stunning fall color pictures of this magnificent part of the world. Walking is on uneven ground.

**ZOMBIE ATTACK PISTOL SHOOT**

Take part in the second annual ZOMBIE ATTACK PISTOL SHOOT and multi-weapons challenge at the Bishop Gun Club. The format will consist of several stations featuring a variety of weaponry. This event requires an additional ammunition fee of $15.

Take a **HIKE** and **TASTE A BEER**
Head into the alpine Sierra backcountry to the Devil’s Postpile National Monument. This easy trail leads to the world-famous spectacle of columnar basalt. Intrepid hikers can venture farther on the same path to see magnificent Rainbow Falls. This trip ends with a stop at the Mammoth Brewing Company for beer tasting.

**ANCIENT BRISTLECONE PINE FOREST and CARMA**
Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-Wave Astronomy

Tour the **ANCIENT BRISTLECONE PINE FOREST**, the oldest living things in the world, which survive in a high-altitude location in the White Mountains. This tour also visits the White Mountain **CARMA OBSERVATORY**, a collaboratively operated array of radio telescopes used to study the origins of the universe.

**TROUT FISHING**

Set your hooks on a great opportunity to fish California’s Eastern Sierras. With over 500 lakes and streams in both Inyo and Mono Counties, five different species of trout, the rare Sacramento Perch at Lake Crowley and of course the very scenic highway 395, fishing doesn’t get much better than this.

It doesn’t matter if you dunk bait, fling flies, or launch lures. If you’re a fisherman and have never been to the “eastside” of California, then loosen your drag and join us for some of the enormous fishing opportunities that await in this picturesque part of our nation that the members of our Rotary Clubs call home.
DRIVE TO ANCIENT PETROGLYPHS

Take a DRIVE through the archeological wonders of the volcanic tablelands and the PETROGLYPHS of the Paiute’s ancestors. This event is led by the resident BLM Archeologist. Rock art is estimated to be at least 1,000 years old and stands as a sacred remnant of the history of human population in the Owens Valley. Easy to moderate walking on uneven ground.

GOLF TOURNAMENT

Take part in our GOLF TOURNAMENT at the well maintained golf course at Bishop Country Club. This event requires an additional Greens Fee of $60 and features a fine lunch at the Country Club.

BEAUTIFUL HOMES OF BISHOP

Tour some of the most BEAUTIFUL HOMES OF BISHOP and the surrounding areas. This excursion requires a minimum of 15 registrants.
TAKE A BIKE TOUR IN THE EASTERN SIERRAS

Take in breathtaking views as you travel through desert, across the valley floor to the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, then twist and turn through Alpine Country toward the mountain peaks.

What a great way to experience the changing terrain and stunning Fall Colors of this area!

CYCLE THROUGH THE MAJESTIC OWENS VALLEY

Cycle through the majestic Owens Valley with fellow Rotarians, enjoying mountain and river views as you test your stamina on terrains for all levels. Distances to be determined.
QUILTING FELLOWSHIP

Bring your UFO and work on your project with quilters in the Rotary Clubs of Bishop. Shop at Sierra Cottons & Wools, owned by, Barri Gaude, a nationally known Stitch Designer.

FELLOWSHIP DINNER
Saturday September 27th
6:30PM

At 6:00pm the Rotary Clubs of Bishop host the 2014 Sierra Safari Dinner at Hidden Creek Ranch just outside Bishop, on Riata Road, off West Line Street. The cost of the catered dinner party is $40 per person. This year the theme is modeled on The Great American West.

Wear your Vintage Western Clothing and have a commemorative photograph taken by renowned Photo Artist and Rotarian, Ed Nahin

Join us for an open bar celebration before an elegantly catered dinner and share your stories about the day’s excursions. There will be both live and silent auctions.

All proceeds will help to fund future Rotary projects.

Bring something warm to wear – once the sun goes down, it can get a little chilly!